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ACTIVITY KIT
Pack For Your Trip

You’re leaving for vacation and need to pack your suitcase! On the suitcase below, write and/or draw the things you plan to take with you. (A book? A swimsuit? Your favorite toy?) Don’t forget to write your name on the luggage tag and decorate your luggage.
Ready For Take Off

You are taking an airplane ride! Draw what you might see out the window as you fly into the sky. (*Tiny trees on the ground? Roads? Animals? Clouds?*)
Airplane Word Search

Search the airplane for the eight travel-related words listed below and circle the words once you find them.

WORD LIST:

- CLOUDS
- SKY
- FLY
- SUITCASE
- FUN
- TICKET
- JET
- VACATION
Meet the New Crew

While the Construction Site crew builds a bigger airport, they meet lots of new, hardworking friends. Match the name of each of the new airport vehicles to the correct image below (and try not to peek at the book until you’ve guessed them all)!

- Belt Loader
- Cargo Plane
- Tractor
- Hydrant Dispenser
- Tug
- Rubber Removal Machine
- De-icing Truck
- Jumbo Jet
- Lift Truck